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OCCUPANT DETECTION METHOD AND
APPARATUS FOR AIR BAG SYSTEM

This is a continuation-in-part of US. patent application
Ser. No. 08,566,029, tiled Dec. 1, 1995, now US. Pat. No. .
5,732,375, issued Mar. 24, 1993, which is also assigned to
the aaiignee of the present invention.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

1‘his invention relates to an occupant restraint system
using an occupant detection device and particularly to an
airbag system having seat pressure detectors in the scat.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The expanding use of supplemental inflatable restraints
(S1115) or air bags for occupant protection in vehicles
increasingly involves equipment for the front outboard pas-
senger seat. The driver side air bag has been deployed
whenever a imminent crash is sensed. The position and size
of the driver is fairly predictable so that such deployment
can advantageously interact with the driver upon a crash.
The passenger seat, however, may be occupied by a large or
a small occupant includinga baby in an infant seat. It can not
be assumed that a passenger of any size is at an optimum
position (leaning against or near the seat back). In a system
designed for effective interaction with a full sized adult, an
advantageous interaction with a small person may not be
attained. In such cases it is preferred to disable the passenger
side airbag when a small person occupies the seat or when
the seat is empty.

It has been proposed in U.S. Pat. No. 5,474,327 to
Schousek, entitled “VEI-IlCl..E OCCUPANT RESTRAINT
WITH SEAT PRESSURE SENSOR", and in US. Pat. No.
5,‘l'32,375, issued Mar. 24, 1998 and assigned to the assignee
of this invention, to incorporate pressure sensors in the
passenger seat and monitor the response of the sensors by a
microprocessor to evaluate the weight and weight
distdbution, and for inhibiting deployment in certain cases.
These disclosures teach the use olsensors on the top surface
of the seat, just under the sat cover, and algorithms espe-
cially for detecting the presence and orientation of infantseats. Both of these disclosures form a foundation for the

premnt invention and are incorporated herein by reference.
It is desirable, however to provide a system which is
particularly suited for disrximinating between heavy and
light occupants and for robust operation under dynamic
conditions such as occupant shifting or bouncing due to
rough roads.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is therefore an object of the invention to discriminate in
a SIR system between large and small seat occupants for a
detcrrnination of whether an airbag deployment sltoulrl be
permitted. Another object in meh a system is to maintain
reliable operation in spite of dynamic variations in sensed
pressures.

A SIR system, as is well known, has an acceleration
sensor to detect an impending crash, a microprocessor to
process the setsor signal and to decide whether to deploy an
air bag, and a deployment unit lined by the microprocessor.
An occupant detection system can determine if an occupant
or infant seat is positioned in a way to not benefit from
deployment, and then signaling the microproccsor whether
to allow or inhibit deploying the air bag.

A number of sensors, judicially located in the seat, can
garner sufficienl load and distribution information to allow

2
determination of the occupant size. Each sensor is a very
thin resistive device, having lower resistance as pressure
increases. This information is then used to determine

whether to inhibit airbag deployment. The sensors are
arranged in groups in the seat. A microprocessor is pro-
grammed to sample each sertsor, determine a total weight
parameter by summing the forces, determine the forces on
local groups of sensors, and averaging or filtering to provide
several different measures ot seat occupancy, each of which
can be used determine whether to allow deployment.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The above and other advantages of the invention will
become more apparent from the following description taken
in conjunction with the accompanying drawings wherein
like references refer to like parts and wherein:

FIG. 1 is a Ehematic diagram of a prior art SIR system
incorporating a seat occupant detector;

FIG. 2 is a cross section of a seat equipped with pressure
sensors, according to the invention:

FIG. 3 is a view of a seat support of FIG. 2 equipped with
pressure sensors;

FIG. 4 is flow chart representing an overview of an
algorithm for detennining deployment consent according to
the invention;

FIG. 5 is a how chart representing a method of computing
decision measures used in the algorithm of FIG. 4;

FIG. 6 is a flow chart representing a method of computing
variable thresholds according to the invention;

FIG. 7 is a graphical representation of a function used in
fuzzy logic for determining toad ratings and a fuzzy mea-
sure;

FIG. 8 is a Bow chart representing a method of computing
an adult lock flag according to the invention;

FIG. 9 is a flow chart for deployment decision according
to the invention; and

FIG. 10 is a flow chart representing a method of filtering
allow and inhibit decisions according to the invention.

DESCRIPTION OF THE lN\"EN'l‘l0N

Referring to FIG. 1, a SIR system includes a SIR module
13 uaupled to a seat occupant sensing system I4. The SIR
module 13 includes an accelerometer 15 mounted on the

vehicle body for sensing an impending crash, a micropro-
cessor 16 for receiving a signal from the accelerometer and
for deciding whether to deploy an air bag. An air bag
deployment unit 18 is controlled by the microprocessor 16
and lines a pyrotechnic or compressed gas device to inflate
an air bag when a deploy command is received. A fault
indicator 20, also controlled by the microprocessor lti will
show a failure of the seat occupant sensing system 14.

It is the aim of the seat sensing system 14 to inhibit air bag
deployment when a seat is empty or occupied by a small
child, while allowing deployment when the occupant is
large. For example, the system may be tuned to always
inhibit deployment for occupants weighing less than 66
pounds, and always allow deployment for occupants exceed-
ing 105 pounds. The seat occupant sensing system 14
comprises a microprocessorilz having a 5 volt supply and an
enabling line 2-‘lperiodically provided with a 5 volt enabling
pulse, and a series of voltage dividers coupled between the
enabling line 24 and ground. Each voltage divider has a
fixed resistor 26 in series with a premtre sensor or variable
resistor 28. and the junction point of each resistor 26 and
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variable resistor 28 is connected to an MD port 30 of the
microprocessor 22. The microprocessor 22 controls the
pulse on enabling line 24 and reads each sensor 28 voltage
during the pulse period. The microprocessor 22 analyzes the
sensor inputs and issues a decision whether to inhibit air bag .
deployment and the decision is coupled to the microproces-
sor 16 by a line 32. The microprocessor 22 also monitors its
decisions for consistency and i§t.tes a fault signal on line 34
to the microprocessor 16 if faults continue to occur over a
long period.

Each fixed resistor 26 is, for example, 10 kohms and the
variable resmors vary between 10 kohms at high pressure
and lfltl kohms at low premtre. Then the voltage applied to
the ports 30 will vary with pressure. Each sensor comprises
two polyester sheets each having a film of resistive ink
connected to a conductive electrode, the two resistive films
contacting one another such that the resistance between
electrodes decreases as pressure increases. Such pressure
sensors are available as ALPS pressure sensors [tom Alps
Electric Co., Ltd.. Tbkyo. Japan.

FIG. 2 shows a seat cushion 36 having an upper surface
38 for holding an occupant, and a lower surface 40 seated on
a rigid sheet or plastic form 42 which in turn is supported by
a seat subassembly 44. The form 42, also shown in FIG. 3,
holds a dozen premure sensorszs on its upper surface so that
the sensors are premed against the bottom surface 40 of the
seat cushion 36..A.utomotive seat cushions assetnbliesdo not
normally have the form 42 but here it serves to hold the
sensors 28 and to provide a reaction surface for the sensors.
allowing each semtorto detect a force imposed by the weight
of a seat occupant.

The method of operation is illustrated by a series of
fiowcharts wherein the functional description of each block
in the chart is accompanied by a number in angle brackets
<nn> which corresponds to the reference number of the
block. The overall operation is shown in FIG. 4 wherein the
sensor values are read by the microprocessor 22 «:46: and
the data '5 adjusted by bias correction and low pass filtering
<48). Once every 100 ms one sensor at a time is turned on
and sampled. Then a bias calibrated for each sensor is
subtracted from each sensor reading. Then all decision
measures are computed -:5D> and decision algorithms are
run <52>. The algorithm output is filtered to avoid the effects
oftransient events and ultimately adecision is made to allow
or inhibit air bag deployment <54>. Then either an inhibit
signal is imued <56) or an allow signal is issued -c58>. The
microprocessor executes the algorithm every 100 ms.

The computation of decision measures, as shown in FIG.
5, involves calculating total force and its threshold, sensor
load ratings and measure. long tenn average of sensor
readings and its threshold. the measure of each sensor group
(right, left, etc.) and corresponding threshold, and a fuzzy
measure of sensor readings. A fixed threshold is provided for
the fuzzy measure and the load rating measure. The other
thresholds are variable.

The variable threshold for a measure will slowly increase
if the measure is above a selected minimum activity level
(chosen for each measure) and will quickly decrease if the
measure is below the level. Inhibit times are chosen for each
measure to control the rate of increase or decrease; for
increase the time T1 is preferably in the range of 30 to 300
seconds, and for decrease the time 12 is preferably less than
1 second. The threshold is allowed to vary between a
minimum value and a maximum value. The variable thresh-
old is calculated as shown in FIG. 6. For this and subsequent
flowcltarts the functional description of each block in the

4
chart is accompanied by a number in angle brackets 4-'.'nt1>
which corresponds to the reference number of the block.
Inhibit times are selected for each measure. The inhibit times
T1 and T2 for the particular measure is retrieved from
memory <60». If the measure is above the minimum activity
level <62> and below the variable threwold <6-I>, and a
timer is greater than T2 <66:-, the threshold is incremented<6Be- and the timer is reset <70:-. When the measure is less
than the minimum activity level <62> and the timer exceeds
T1 -<'i'2>, the threshold is decremenled -<7-t»> and the timer
reset -c70>.

Referring again to FIG. 5, the total force is simply the sum
of the sensor outputs. The load ratings are determined in the
same way as in the above mentioned application Ser. No.
D8J'566.029 and asrellected in FIG. 7. There if a measure has
a value lower than a it has a zero rating and if it has a value
greater than b has a maximum rating, while intermediate
values are linearly dependent on the measure. Thus each
sensor is given a rating (fuzzy term) depending on its output
and reflects the certainty that a load is present. The sum of
the ratings gives the load rating measure. The long term
average is calculated by 1) averaging all the sensor outputs
in each sample period. 2) averaging all of the averages over,
say, 16 sample period; and then 3) long term filtering the
result by passing the result through a low pass software filter
with a 10 to 20 second time constant. The filter output is the
long term average measure. Each group measure is the sum
of sensor outputs for various groups of sensors such as a
right group. left group, from group, rear group and central
group.

The fuzzy measure is calculated by 1) applying the FIG.
7 function to the long term average measure to obtain a long
term fuzzy value. 2) applying the FIG. 7 function to the load
rating measure to obtain a load rating fuzzy value. and 3)
calculating the product of the two fuzzy values.

FIG. 8 is a flowchart for processing an Adult Lock Flag
which will be used is the main decision algorithm. The term
“A.t.lult" refers not. to the age or maturity of an occupant but
rather to a weight which is chosen to distinguish from a
small child. When the Adult Luck Flag is set, the output
decision will always be to allow deployment. The algorithm
LL‘?-Bsa lock threshold which is above the total fat-on threshold
range and an unlock threshold which represents an empty
seat. It also uses a lock delay on the order of one to five
minutes, and a lock timer which measures the time since
vehicle ignition is turned on. If the decision filler 54 is at its
maximum value, the total force is greater than the lock
threshold. and the lock timer is larger than the loci: delay
#76:», a flag value is increased toward a maximum value
<‘}'B> and tI1eAdt.tll Lock Flag is set <80». If the decision at
block '76 is No, it is determined whether the total force is
above the unlock threshold <;B2> and if not, whether the total
force is below the unlock threshold and the llag value is
greater than zero <84). If so, the flag value is dccremented
toward zero <36>, and in either case the flag, value is tested
<88:-; ifthe value is above zero the Flag is set -elllb and if
the value is zero the Flag is cleared <90:-.

The main decision algorithm 42 is shown in FIG. 9. Note
that this algorithm will result in an allow or an inhibit
decision. but this decision is preliminary. subject to subse-
quent filtering to obtain a final consent to deployment. Each
measure '5 determined to be high or low by comparison with
its variable threshold if one has been computed. or against
a fixed threshold. The Adult Luck Flag is processed «:92:
according to P16. 8 and if the Flag is set <94: an allow
decision is made. If not, and the load rating is low <96> an
inhibit decision is made. If the rating is not low the total
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force is tested <98, 100:-. If high, an allow decision is issued
and if low an inhibit decision is issued. If neither, it is
determined whether the long term average measure -:lIl2:-
the load rating <104>, ora group measure <lll§> is high.and
to issue an allow decision Finally, if no decision has yet
been made, an allow or inhibit decision is made on the basis
of the fuzzy measure 4108:.

"the final judgment of whether to consent to deployment
is made in the decision filter asshnwn in FIG. 10. An up and
down counter starting at zero and having a maximum count
of 255 is used. Ifan allow decision is made e42> the counter
is incremented <l10> and if an inhibit decision is made the
counter is decremented <l12>. When the count exceeds 133
«I14: final consent to deployment is granted «I16»; if
consent is already present, a count over [23 is needed to
maintain that state to afford hysteresis. When the count falls
below 125 the comenl is revoked and deployment will be
inhibited. Assttming that the increment size is one count. at
the I00 ms loop execution late a minimum of 13.3 seconds
will be required to issue the consent, and at least 25.5
seconds are needed to reach the maximum count needed to
set the Adult Lock I-‘lag, Similarly, once the rnarcimum count
is attained, at least 13.2 seconds are needed to revoke theconsent.

It will thus be seen that pr ncess of determining whether an
adult siate person is occupying the seat is carried out by
analyzing sensor output with several measures to insure both
that deployment will be allowed with at large occupant and
will not occur with a small occupant. Rapid detection of
large adults is enabled by the total [ores and load rating
measures, while dynamic sensor outputs caused by frequent
occupant movement are managed by the long term average
measure. The fuuy measure helps discriminate between
large and small occupants in borderline cases. The seat
stnrcture with sensors placed on the bottom surface of the
seat cushion permits sensing of occupant weight without
great sensitivity to localized forces on the top surface of the
seat. 011’ center weight distributions caused by sitting on a
seat edge or leaning in one direction are still detectable.

The embodiments of the invention in which an exclusive
property or privilege is claimed are defined as follows:

1. In a vehicle restraint system having a controller for
deploying air bags and means lior selectively allowing
deployment according to the outputs of seat sensors
rmponding to the weight of an occupant, a method of
allowing deployment accordingto sensor response including
the steps of:

determining measures represented by individual sensor
outputs and calculating from the sensor outputs a
relative weight parameter;

establishing a ll.t'$l threshold of the relative weight param-
eter;

allowing deployment when the relative weight parameter
is above the first threshold;

establishing a lock threshold above the that threshold;
setting a lock flag when the relative weight parameter is

above the lock threshold and deployment has been
allowed for a given time;

establishing an unloclt threshold at a level indicative ol an
empty seat;

clearing the flag when the relative weight parameter is
below the unlock threshold for a time; and

allowing deployment while the lock flag is set.
2. The method defined in claim 1, including:
establishing at. second threshold of the relative weight

parameter; and

IS
inhibiting deployment when the relative weight parameter

is below the second threshold.
3. The method defined in claim 1 wherein the relative

weight parameter In the total force detected by all thesensors.
4. The method defined in claim 1 wherein the relative

weight parameter is a long term average obtained by the
following steps:

averaging all sensor outputs over a plurality of sample
events to obtain a cumulative average; and

long temt filtering the cumulative avenge to obtain the
long term average.

5. The method defined in claim 1 wherein the relative

weight parameter is a load rating obtained by:
calculating a load rating for each sensor as a function of

the difference between the sensor output and a base
value; and

summing the load rating for all the sort; to derive a
total load ratirtg.ll. The method defined in claim 1 wherein the relative

weight parameter is a fuzzy value obtained by:
calculating a total load rating for all the sensors;
determining a fuzzy load value from the total load rating;
calculating a long term average for all the sensors;
determining a fuzzy average value from the long term

average; and
combining the l"uzzy average and the fuzzy load value to

obtain the Enzzy value.
7. The method defined in claim 1 wherein the step of

setting the lock flag is executed in repetitive loops and
cnmprism:

incrementing a flag value toward a maximum value in
each loop when the relative weight parameter is above
the lock threshold;

decrementlng the flag value toward zero in each loop
when the relative weight parameter is less than the
unlock threshold; and

setting the lock flag when the flag value is greater than
stern and clearing the llag when the bag value is earn.
an that the flag value at any time determines the
minimum time for clearing the flag.

3. The method defined in claim 7 including;
enabling the incrementing step only when adecision filter

reaches a maximum count; and
the decision filter includes

incrementing a counter toward a maximum count in
each loop when an allow decision is present, and

decremeutiug the counter when an allow decision is
absent.

9. The method defined in claim 1 wherein a step of
allowing deployment is a preliminary allow decision and
final deployment cornrent is attained by long term filtering of
the allow decision.

Ill. The method defined in claim I wherein a step of
allowing deployment is a preliminary allow decision and
final deployment consent is attained by the steps of:

beginning at a zero count, periodically incrementing a
counter toward a maximum count when an allow
decision is present;

periodically de-crententing the counter when an allow
decision is absent;

establishing an allow threshold; and
issuing deployment consent when the counter count

exceeds the threshold.
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11. The method defined in claim lll wherein the allow
threshold has a first value when deployment consent is
absent and a lower value when deployment oomrent is
present to alford hysteresis.

12. The method defined in claim 1 wherein the step of .
establishing a first threshold includes varying the first
threshold over time as a luncljon of the relative weight
parameter when the relative weight parameter is below the
first threshold.

13. The method defined in claim 1 wherein the step of
establishing a titst threshold includes varying the Era!
threshold over time within a defined range by the steps of:

setting a minimum activity level of the relative weight
parameter below the defined range;

increasing the first threshold when the relative weight
parameter is above the minimum activity level and
below the first threshold;

decreasing the first threshold when the relative weight
parameter is below the minimum activity level.

14. The method defined in claim 13 wherein increasing
the first threshold is permitted only after set adjustment
times have elapsed since a previous variation.

15. The method defined in claim 13 wherein increasing or
decreasing the first threshold is permitted only after set
adjustment times have elapsed since the previous adjust-ment.

16. In a vehicle restraint system having a controller for
deploying air bags and meam for inhibiting deployment
when a seat is not octarpied by an adult including seat
sensors responding to the weight of an occupant, a method
of inhibiting and allowing deployment according to sensor
response including the steps of:

determining forces represented by individual sensor out-
puts and total force represented by all sensor outputs;

establishing a first threshold of total force and a second
threshold below the fist threshold;

inhibiting deployment when the total force is below a
second threshold, and allowing deployment when the
total force is above the first threshold;

establishing a lock tltreshotd above the first threshold;
setting a lock flag when the total force is above the lock

threshold and deployment has been allowed for a given
time;

establishing an unlock threshold at a level indicative of an
empty seat;

clearing the flag when the total force is below the unlock
threshold for a time; and

allowing deployment while the lock flag is set,
1?. In a vehicle restraint system having a controller for

deploying air bags, means for inhibiting and allowing
deployment according to whether a seat is occupied by a
person of at least a minimum weight comprising:

seat sensors responding to the weight of an occupant to
produce sensor outputs;

a microprocessor coupled to the sensor outputs and pro-
grammed to inhibit and allow deployment according to
sensor response and particularly pmgrarrtrned to
determine measures represented by individual senmr

outputs and calculate from the sensor outputs a
relative weight parameter,

establish a first threshold of the relative weight
parameter,

allow deployment when the relative weight parameter
is above the first threshold,

establish a lock threshold above the first threshold,

8
set a lock flag when the relative weight parameter is

above the lock threshold and deployment has been
allowed for a given time,establish an unlock threshold at a level indicative of an
empty seat.

clear the flag when the relative weight parameter is
below the unlock threshold for a time, and

allow deployment while the lock [lag is set.
18. Means for inhibiting and allowing deployment as

defined in claim 17 wherein:

the seat comprises a resilient pad having a top surface for
hearing an occupant and a bottom surface;

a support mounting the bottom strrfaoe; and
the seat sensors are arrayed on the bottom surface for

sensing forces imposed by the weight of the occupant.
19. Means for inhibiting and allowing deployment as

defined in claim 17 whereim

the seat comprises a resilient pad having atop surface for
bcaring an occupant and a bottom surface;

a support irtcludingapancl supporting the bottom surface;and

the seat sensors are arrayed in an interface defined by the
bottom surface and the panel for sensing forces
imposed by the weight of the occupant.

20. Means for inhibiting and allowing rleployrnent as
defined in claim 17 wherein the micruproom is further
programmed to inhibit deployment when the relative weight
parameter is below a second threshold.

21. Means for inhibiting and allowing deployrrtent as
defined in claim I‘! wherein the relative weight parameter is
the total force-detected by all the sensors.

22. Means for inhibiting and allowing deployment as
defined in claim 17 wherein relative weight parameter is a
long term average of semtor outputs and the microprocessor
is further programmed to

average all sensor outputs over a plurality of sample
events to obtain a cumulative average, and

long term filter the cumulative average to obtain the long
term average.

.73. Means for inhibiting and allowing deployment as
defined in claim 1'.’ wherein the relative weight parameter is
a total load rating of the sensors and the microprocessor is
further programmed to

calculate a load rating for each sensor as at function of the
difierence between the sensor output and a base value;and

sum the loadrating forail the sensors to derive a total load
rating.

24. Mcarus for inhibiting and allowing deployment as
defined in claim 17 wherein to set the lDClt flag the micro-
processor is further programmed to

periodically increment at Bag value toward a maximum
value when the relative weiyrt parameter is above the
lock threshold,

periodically decrement the flag value toward zero when
the relative weight parameter is lam than the unlock
threshold. and

set the lock flag when the flag value is greater than new
and clear the flag when the flag value is zero, so that the
Bag value at any time determines the minimum time for
clearing the ting.

25. Means for inhibiting and allowing deployment as
defined in claim 1’? wherein a decision to allow deployment
is it preliminary decision, and to make a final consent
decision the rrricroprocessor is programmed to
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periodically increment a counter toward a maximum
count when an allow decision is present,

periodically decrement the counter when an allow deci-»
sion is absent.

establish an allow threshold. and
issue final consent when the counter count exceeds the

threshold.

26. Means for inhibiting and allowing deployment as
defined in claim 17 wherein to establish ll. threshold the
microprocessor is programmed to vary the first threshold
over time as a function of the relative weight parameter
when the relative weight parameter is below the fitsl thresh-
old.

5

10

10
27. Means for inhibiting and allowing deployment as

defined in claim 17 wherein to establish it first threshold
which is variable within a defined range the microprocessor
is programmed to

set a minimum activity level oftbe relative Weight param-
eter below Ihe defined range,

increase the firs: threshold when the relative weight
parameter is above the minimum activity level and
below the first threshold, and

decrease the fir-st threshold when the relative weight
parameter '5 below the minimum activity level.

I t I I U
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occupmr DETECTION METHOD AND

A 

5 E.ieJr1_e£_thL1nrentisn

This invention relates to an occupant restraint system

using an occupant detection device and particularly to an airbag

system having seat pressure detectors in the seat

&nEmm 

The expanding use of supplemental inflatable restraints

{SIRs} or air bags for occupant protection in vehicles

increasingly involves equipment for the front outboard passenger

seat The driver side air bag has been deployed whenever an

imminent crash is sensed The position and size of the driver is

fairly predictable so that such deployment can advantageously

interact with the driver upon a crash The passenger seat,

however, may be occupied by a large or a small occupant including

a baby in an infant seat It can not be assumed that a passenger

of any size is at an optimum position {leaning against or near

the seat back) In a system designed for effective interaction

with a full sized adult, an advantageous interaction with a small

person may not be attained In such cases it is preferred to

disable the passenger side airbag when a small person occupies

the seat or when the seat is empty r

It has been proposed in U 8 Patent No 5,474,327 to

Schousek, entitled "VEHICLE OCCUPANT RESTfiAINT ITH'S T PRESSURE
o 7 2. 7 a lien 24 HfSENSOR", and in U 5 Patent ,

eab5GL3d~JMEEH6b‘OF‘INH!B11EflG'tlF1flfiKWiHLJflfly3a£—iEF£GflDHfl¥Pfi

30 fieied-oecemee—$s—a99§..and assigned to the assignee of this

invention, to incorporate pressure sensors in the passenger seat

and monitor the response of the sensors by a microprocessor to

evaluate the weight and weight distribution. and for inhibiting

deployment in certain cases These disclosures teach the use of

sensors on the top surface of the seat, Just under the seat

cover, and algorithms especially for detecting the presence and
orientation of infant seats Both of these disclosures form a

sh
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foundatlon for the present rnventlon and are rncorporated herern

by reference It 15 deslrable, however to provlde a system whlch

l5 partrcularly sulted Eor d1scr;m1nat1ng between heavy and llght

occupants and for robust operatlon under dynamzc condztlons such

as occupant shlftlng or bounclng due to rough roads

$am 
It ls therefore an object of the rnventxon to

d1scr1m;nate 1n a SIR system between large and small seat

occupants for a determrnstton of whether an a1rbag deployment

should be permrtted Another object 1n such a system 15 to

malntaln relxable operatlon 1n splte of dynamic varlatlons 1n

sensed pressures

A SIR system, as 1s well known, has an acceleratlon

sensor to detect an lmpendzng crash. a mlcroprocessor to process

the sensor slgnal and to decade whether to deploy an a1r bag, and

a deployment unlt Elred by the mlcroprocessor an occupant

detect1on system can determzne LE an occupant or lnfant seat ls

posltroned rn a way to not benefzt from deployment. and then

slgnallng the mzcroprocessor whether to allow or :nh;b1t

dep1oy1ng the a1r bag

A number of sensors, jud1c1al1y located 1n the seat.

can garner sufflczent load and dlstrzbutlon 1n£ormat1on to allow

determlnatron of the occupant slze Each sensor 1s a very thln

res1st1ve devlce, havlng lower res1stance as pressure zncreases

Thlfi lnformatxon 13 then used to determrne whether to lnhlblt

a1rbag deployment The sensors are arranged 1n groups in the

seat A mrcroprocessor 1s programmed to sample each sensor.

determine a total welght parameter by summlng the forces,

determine the forces on local groups of sensors, and averaglng or

f11ter1ng to provzde several different measures of seat

occupancy, each of wh1ch can be used determ1ne whether to allow

deployment

B
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The above and other advantages of the 1nvent1on w11l

become more apparent from the Eo11ow1ng descr1pt1on taken 1n

con3unct1on wlth the accompany1ng draw1ngs where1n 11ke

references refer tgzllke parts and where1n
F1gure 1 1s a echemat1c d1agram of a pr1or art SIR

system 1ncorporat1B§,€'§eat occupant detector,
F1gure 2 1s a cross sect1on of a seat equ1pped w1th

pressure sensors,3:Eg92d1ng to the 1nvent1on,F1gure 1s a v1ew of a seat support of F1gure 2

equ1pped w1th pressur ensors.

Flgure ls flow chart represent1ng an overv1ew of an

algor1thm for determ1n1ng deployment consent accord1ng to the

1nvent1on, ,/’//
F1gure 5 15 a flow chart representlng a method of

comput1ng dec1s1on me ures used 1n the a1gor1thm of F1gure 4,

F1gure p/13;: flow chart represent1ng a method of
comput1ng var1able/thresholds accord1ng to the 1nvent1on.

F1gure 7 1s a graph1cal representat1on of a funct1on

used 1n fuzzy 1og1c for determ1n1ng load rat1ngs and a fuzzy
measure,‘

F1gure g/1;’; flow chart repreeent1ng a method of
comput1ng an adult 1 flag accord1ng to the 1nvent1on.

F1gure 9 18 a flow chart for deployment dec1s1on

accord1ng to the 1::§nEion, andF1gure 1 19 a flow chart represent1ng a method of

f1lter1ng allow and 1nh1b1t dec1s1ons accord1ng to the 1nvent1on

v

Re£err1ng to F1gure 1, a SIR system 1ncludes a SIR

module 13 coupled to a seat occupant sens1ng system 14 The SIR
module 13 1ncludes an accelerometer 15 mounted on the veh1cle

body for sene1ng an lmpendlng crash, a m1croprocessor 16 for

rece1v1ng a s1gnal from the accelerometer and for deo1d1ng

whether to deploy an a1r bag An a1r bag deployment un1t 18 13

controlled by the m1croprocessor 16 and f1res a pyrotechn1c or

compressed gas dev1ce to Lnflate an a1r bag when a deploy command
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is recemved A fault 1nd1cator 20, also controlled by the

mlcroprocessor 16 W111 show a fa1lure of the seat occupant

sensxng system 14

It 13 the smm of the seat sensxng system 14 to lnhlblt

azr bag deployment when a seat 15 empty or occupzed by a small

Child, whtle allowxng deployment when the occupant 1s large For

example the system may be tuned to always 1nh1b1t deployment for

occupants werghmng less than 66 pounds, and always allow

deployment for occupants exceedlng 105 pounds The seat occupant

senslng system 14 comprlses a mzcroprocessor 22 having a 5 volt

supply and an enabllng lzne 24 perlodecally provided wtth a 5

volt enablxng pulse, and a serzes of voltage d1v1ders coupled

between the enabllng lrne 24 and ground Each voltage dzvxder

has a flxed resxstor 26 1n ser1es wxth a pressure sensor or

varlable reszstor 28, and the ]unct1on polnt of each reslstor 26

and varlable reslstor 28 1s connected to an A/D port 30 of the

m1CrOprOCeS30r 22 The mtcroprocessor 22 controls the pulse on

enabllng 11ne 24 and reads each sensor 23 voltage durlng the

pulse per1od The mxcroprocessor 22 analyzes the sensor 1nputs

and Lssues e deczszon whether to 1nh;b1t alr bag deployment and

the dec1s1on 13 coupled to the m1croprocessor 16 by a llne 32

The mlcroprocessor 22 also monetors Lts de¢lSlOnS for consxstency

and lssues a fault slgnal on llne 34 to the mlcroprocessor 16 LE

faults cont1nue to occur over a long perlod

Bach faxed IEBIBEOI 26 as, for example, 10 kohms and

the varlable res1stors vary between 10 kohms at h1gh pressure and

100 kohms at low pressure Then the voltage app11ed to the ports

30 w111 vary w1th pressure Each sensor compreses two polyester

sheets each having a £11m of reszstlve Ank connected to a

conductlve electrode, the two res1st1ve ixlms contactxng one
another such that the resxstance between electrodes decreases as

pressure lncreases Such pressure sensors are avallable as ALPS

pressure sensors from Alps Electric Co , Ltd , Tokyo, Japan

P1gure 2 shows a seat cushmon 36 havzng an upper

surface 38 for holdxng an occupant, and a lower surface 40 seated

on a rlgld sheet or plastrc form 42 whmch 1n turn 1s supported by
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a seat subassembly 44 The form 42, also shown an Plgure 3.

holds a dozen pressure sensors 28 on 1ts upper surface so that

the sensors are pressed agaznst the bottom surface 40 of the seat
cushxon 36 Automotlve seat cushlons assemblles do not normally

have the form 42 but here 1t serves to hold the sensors 28 and to

provlde a reactlon surface for the sensors. allowlng each sensor
to detect a force 1mposed by the welght of a seat occupant

The method of operatlon ls Lllustrated by a series of

flowcharts whereln the functlonal descrlptzon of each block in

the chart ls accompanled by a number 1n angle brackets <nn> which

corresponds to the reference number of the block The overall

operatlon 1s shown 1n Flgure 4 wherezn the sensor values are

read by the m1croprocessor 22 <46: and the data 15 adjusted by

bias correctlon and low pass fllterlng <48> Once every 100 me

one sensor at a tame 1s turned on and sampled Then a bras

callbrated for each sensor 1s subtracted from each sensor

readlng Then all declslon measures are computed <5D> and

dec1s1on algorzthms are run <52> The algorlthm output is

flltered to avold the effects of transient events and nltzmately

a decxsron 1s made to allow or znhzblt arr bag deployment <54:

Then either an lnhlblt slgnal 1s lseued <56: or an allow slgnal

15 lssued <58> The mlcroprocessor executes the algorlthm every
100 ms

The computatlon of dec1s1on measures. as shown 1n

F1gure 5, mnvolves calculating total force and ltfi threshold.

sensor load ratmngs and measure, long term average of sensor

readrngs and 1tB threshold, the measure of each sensor group

(rlght, left, etc ) and correspondlng threshold, and a fuzzy

measure of sensor readlngs A Elxed threshold 1s provided for

the fuzzy measure and the load rating measure The other
thresholds are variable

The varlable threshold for a measure wlll slowly

lncrease 1f the measure 1s above a selected mxnlmum actlvzty

level (chosen for each measure] and wall qulckly decrease 1f the

measure as below the level Inhibit trmes are chosen for each

measure to control the rate of lncrease or decrease, for Lncrease
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the tlme T1 as preferably 1n the range of 30 to 300 seconds, and

for decrease the tlme T2 1s preferably less than 1 second The

threshold 15 allowed to vary between a mznxmum value and a
maxlmum value The varlahle threshold 1s calculated as shown ln

Fxgure 6 For thls and subsequent flowcharts the functlonal

descr1pt1on of each block 1n the chart 1s accompanied by a number

1n angle brackets <nn> whlch corresponds to the reference number
of the block Inhlblt t1mes are selected for each measure The

1nh1b1t tlmes T1 and T2 for the partlcular measure 1s retr1eved

from memory <60: If the measure Ls above the mlntmum actxvlty

leveL c62> and below the varlable threshold <64>. and a t1mer 1s

greater than T2 <E6>, the threshold 1s lncremented <6B> and the
tlmer LS reset <70: when the measure rs less than the mxnrmum

actzvlty level <62> and the trmer exceeds T1 <72>, the threshold
1S decremented <74: and the t1mer reset <7D>

Referrlng agazn to Plgure S, the total force 15 s1mp1y

the sum of the sensor outputs The load rat1ngs are determxned

1n the same way as 1n the above mentloned app11oat1on SN

08/566.029 and as reflected 1n Ftgure 7 There 1f a measure has

a value lower than a 1t has a zero ratlng and 1f 1t has a value

greater than b has a maxlmum ratlng, wh11e 1ntermed1ate values

are lznearly dependent on the measure Thus each sensor 1s g1ven

a ratlng (fuzzy term) dependlng on lts output and reflects the

certa1nty that a load 15 present The sum of the ratings g1veS

the load rat1ng measure The long term average ls calculated by

1) averagzng all the sensor outputs an each sample perlod, 2)

averagxng all of the averages over, say, 16 sample perzods, and

then 3) long term fllterlng the result by passing the result

through a low pass software Ellter wlth a 10 to 20 second tlme

constant The fllter output 1s the long term average measure

Each group measure 15 the sum of sensor outputs for varlous

groups of sensors such as a r1ght group, left group, front group,

rear group and central group

The fuzzy measure 18 calculated by 1) applylng the

Fxgure 7 funct1on to the long term average measure to obtaln a

long term fuzzy value. 2] applylng the Prgure 7 funotlon to the
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load ratlng measure to obtaln a load rat1ng fuzzy value, and 3)

calculatlng the product of the two fuzzy values

Flgure 8 19 a flowchart for processing an Adult Lock

Flag wh1ch w1ll be used 1s the ms1n declslon algorlthm The term

"Adult" refers not to the age or maturlty of an occupant but

rather to a welght whzch 1s chosen to dlstanguesh from a small

Child when the Adult Lock Flag 15 set. the output deC1510n will

always be to allow deployment The algorlthm uses a lock

threshold whlch 1s above the total force threshold range and an

unlock threshold wh1ch represents an empty seat It also uses a

lock delay on the order of one to fave mnnutes. and a lock tlmer

which measures the txme s1nce vehxcle 1gn1t1on 1s turned on If
the declslon fzlter 54 13 at 1ts maxlmum value, the total force

ls greater than the lock threshold, and the lock t1mer 1s larger

than the lock delay c76>, a flag value ls lncreased toward a

maxlmum value <78: and the Adult Lock Flag is set <80: If the
declslon at block 76 1s No. 1t 1s determlned whether the total

force 1s above the unlock threshold <32: and 1E not, whether the

total force ls below the unlock threshold and the flag value 15

greater than zero <B4> If so, the flag value as decremented

toward zero <35», and an elther case the flag value 1s tested

<33», ;f the value 15 above zero the Flag 13 set <80> and Lf the

value is zero the Flag 13 cleared <90:

The maxn declslon algorlthm 42 1s shown 1n Fzgure 9

Note that thls algorlthm w1ll result 1n an allow or an 1nh1b1t

declslon, but this decision 1s prel1m1nary. subject to subsequent

fzlterlng to obtaan a flnal consent to deployment Each measure

18 determlned to he hlgh or low by compsrlson wlth 1ts var1able

threshold 1f one has been computed, or aga1nst a f1xed threshold

The Adult Lock Flag is processed <92: ECCOId1ng to Flgure 6 and

15 the Flag 15; set -:94> an allow dec1s1on :Ls made If not, and

the load rating 15 low <96: an 1nh1b1t declslon 1s made If the

rstxng 1s not low the total force 1s tested <93, 100» If high.
an allow dec1s1on 1s lssued and if low an lnhlblt decxslon as

issued IE ne1ther, 1t 15 determzned whether the long term

average measure <102> the load ratlng <104>, or a group measure
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(106: 1s h1gh, and to 1ssue an allow dec1s1on F1nal1y, 1f no

dec1s1on has yet been made, an allow or 1nh1b1t dec1s1on 1s made

on the bas1s of the fuzzy measure <l0B>

The E1na1 judgment of whether to consent to deployment

1s made 1n the dec1a1on f11ter as shown 1n Plgure 10 An up and
down counter start1ng at zero and hav1ng a max1mum count of 255
1s used If an allow dec1s1on 1s made <42> the counter 1s

1ncremented <l10> and 1f an 1nh1b1t dec1s1on 1s made the counter

1e decremented <112> when the count exceeds 133 <114> f1nal

consent to deployment 1s granted <116>, 1f consent 13 already
present, a count over 123 15 needed to ma1nta1n that state to

afford hysteres1s when the count falls below 123 the consent 1s

revoked and deployment W111 be 1nh1h1ted Assum1ng that the

1ncrement s1ze 15 one count, at the 100 ms loop execut1on rate a

m1n1mum of 13 3 seconds w1ll be requ1red to 1ssue the consent,
and at least 25 5 seconds are needed to reach the max1mum count

needed to set the Adult Lock ?lag S1m1larly. once the max1mum
count 1s atta1ned, at least 13 2 seconds are needed to revoke the
consent

It w:l1 thus be seen that process of determ1n1ng

whether an adult s1ze person as occupy1ng the seat 1s carr1ed out

by ana1yz1ng sensor output w1th several measures to 1nsure both

that deployment w1ll be allowed w1th a large occupant and wrll

not occur w1th a small occupant Rapzd detect1on of large adults

15 enabled by the total force and load rat1ng measures, wh11e

dynam1c sensor outputs caused by frequent occupant movement are

managed by the long term average measure The fuzzy measure

helps d1scr1m1nate between large and small occupants 1n

borderl1ne cases The seat structure w1th sensors placed on the

bottom surface of the seat cush1on perm1ts sensrng of occupant

we1ght w1thout great sens1t1v1ty to local1zed forces on the top

surface of the seat Off center weight d1str1but1ons caused by

s1tt1ng on a seat edge or lean1ng 1n one d1rect1on are st1ll
detectable
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QLALME
The embodlments of the lnventlon 1n whlch an excluslve

property or prxvtlege 1s clalmed are defxned as follows

-/
1 In a veh1cle restralnt system havlng a controller

for deploylng a1r bags and means for selectlvely allowing

deployment acoord1ng to the outputs of seat sensors respondlng to

the welght of an occupant, a method of allowlng deployment

accordlng to sensor response Lncludlng the steps of

determining measures represented by zndzvzdual sensor

outputs and calculatlng from the sensor outputs a relatlve welght
parameter,

eetabllshlng a Elrst threshold of the relatlve we1ght
parameter.

allowing deployment when the relatrve welght parameter
1s above the fxrst threshold.

establzshlng a lock threshold above the fzrst
threshold,

sett1ng a lock flag when the relatzve wezght parameter

18 above the lock threshold and deployment has been allowed for a

glven time.

establ1sh1ng an unlock threshold at a level lndlC3tlVE

of an empty seat,

clear1ng the flag when the relatlve welght parameter 1s
below the unlock threshold for a tlme, and

allowlng deployment whrle the lock flag is set

09/

allowing deployment also 1s cap

1nclud1ng

2 The method defxned ; c1a1m 1 wherein the means for

of lnhlbltlng deployment,

establlshlng a seco reshold of the relat1ve Weight

parameter, and

1nh1b1t1ng deplo nt when the relatlve werght

parameter as below the sec d threshold
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3 The method defined in claim 1 wherein the relative

weight parameter is the total force detected by all the sensors

4 The method defined in claim 1 wherein the relative

weight parameter is a long term average obtained by the following
steps

averaging all sensor outputs over a plurality of sample

events to obtain a cumulative average, and

long term filtering the cumulative average to obtain

the long term average

5 The method defined in claim 1 wherein the relative

weight parameter is a load rating obtained by

calculating a load rating for each sensor as a function

of the difference between the sensor output and a base value, and

summing the load rating for all the sensors to derive a

total load rating

5 The method defined in claim 1 wherein the relative

weight parameter is a fuzzy value obtained by

calculating a total load rating for all the sensors,

determining a fuzzy load value from the total load

calculating a long term average for all the sensors.

determining a fuzzy average value from the long term

average, and

combining the fuzzy average and the fuzzy load value to

obtain the fuzzy value

7 The method defined in claim 1 wherein the step of

setting the lock flag is executed in repetitive loops and
comprises

incrementing a flag value toward a maximum value in

each loop when the relative weight parameter is above the lock

threshold,
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decrementlng the flag value toward zero 1n each loop

when the relat1ve welght parameter as less than the unlock
threshold, and

Setting the loot flag when the flag value 1s greater

5 than zero and clear1ng the flag when the flag value 19 zero,in

Q... ‘ the flag value at any tlme deteruunes the m:LnJ.mum time
for clearlng the flag

8 The method defined 1n clazm T zncludlng

enablzng the Lncrementlng step only when a dec1e1on
fzlter reaches a maxlmum count, and

the deciszon fllter zncludes

lncrementlng a counter toward a maximum count 1n

each loop when an allow declsron 1s present, and

decrementlng the counter when an allow dec1s1on 13
absent

9 The method deflned 1n claim 1 wherezn a step of

allowlng deployment 13 a prellmlnary allow dec1s1on and flnal

deployment consent 1s attazned by long term f1lter1ng of the
allow declslon

10 The method deflned Ln clalm 1 whereln a step of

allowlng deployment 1s a preltmlnary allow dBC18lDn and final

deployment consent Ls attalned by the steps of

beg1nn1ng at a zero count. perlodloally zncrementlng a
counter toward a maxlmum count when an allow declslon ls present,

perzodlcally decrementzng the counter when an allow
dec1s1on 15 absent.

eatabllshlng an allow threshold, and

lssulng deployment consent when the counter count
exceeds the threshold

11 The method deflned 1n claim 10 whereln the allow

threshold has a flret value when deployment consent 13 absent and
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a lower value when deployment consent is present to afford

hysteresis

12 The method defined in claim 1 wherein the step of

establishing a first threshold includes varying the first
threshold over time as a function of the relative weight

parameter when the relative weight parameter is below the first
threshold

13 The method defined in claim 1 wherein the step of

establishing a first threshold includes varying the first

threshold over time within a defined range by the steps of

setting a minimum activity level of the relative weight

parameter below the defined range,

increasing the first threshold when the relative weight

parameter is above the minimum activity level and below the first
threshold.

decreasing the first threshold when the relative weight

parameter is below the minimum activity level

1% The method defined in claim 13 wherein increasing
the first threshold is permitted only after set adjustment times

have elapsed since a previous variation

15 The method defined in claim 13 wherein increasing

or decreasing the first threshold is permitted only after set

adjustment times have elapsed since the previous adjustment

./
16 In a vehicle restraint system having a controller

for deploying air bags and means for inhibiting deployment when a

seat is not occupied by an adult including seat sensors

responding to the weight of an occupant, a method of inhibiting

and allowing deployment according to sensor response including

the steps of

determining forces represented by individual sensor

outputs and total force represented by all sensor outputs,

12
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establrshxng a flrst threshold of total force and a

second threshold below the f1rst threshold,

1nh1b1t1ng deployment when the total force Ls below a

second threshold, and allowing deployment when the total force 15
above the Elrst threshold,

establlshlng a lock threshold above the first
threshold.

sett1ng a lock flag when the total force 1s above the

lock threshold and deployment has been allowed for a glven Clme,

establlshxng an unlock threshold at a level indlcatlve

of an empty seat,

c1ear1ng the flag when the total force is below the
unlock threshold for a tlme, and

allowlng deployment whlle the look flag 19 set

17 In a vehrcle restralnt system havlng a controller L/
for deploy1ng arr bags. fimans for 1nh:b1t1ng and al1ow1ng

deployment accordxng to whether a seat 1s occupred by a person of

at least a mmnxmum we1ght compr1s1ng

A seat sensors respond1ng to the wexght of an occupant to
produce sensor outputs,

a mlcroprocessor coupled to the sensor outputs and

programmed to lnhlblt and allow deployment accordrng to sensor

response and partlcularly programmed to

determzne measures represented by lndlvldual

sensor outputs and calculate from the sensor outputs a
relatlve welght parameter,

establlsh a Emrst threshold of the relatrve wexght

parameter,

allow deployment when the re1at1ve welght

parameter 15 above the flrst threshold,
establ1sh a lock threshold above the flrst

threshold,

set a lock flag when the relatlve welght parameter

15 above the look threshold and deployment has been

allowed for a gxven trme,

13
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establzsh an unlock threshold at a level

rndlcatlve of an empty seat,

clear the flag when the relatxve welght parameter

1s below the unlock threshold for a tlme, and

allow deployment whale the lock flag 1s set

18 Means for rnhzbatxng and allowlng deployment as
deflned 1n ola;m.17 where1n

the seat comprzses a resllaent pad havzng a top surface

for bear1ng an occupant and a bottom surface,

a support mountmng the bottom surface, and

the seat sensors are arrayed on the bottom surface for

senslng forces lmposed by the welght of the occupant

19 Means for lnhlbltrng and allowlng deployment as
deflned 1n claim 17 wherein

the seat comprises a res111ent pad hav1ng a top surface

for bearlng an occupant and a bottom surface,

a support 1nclud1ng a panel supportlng the bottom
surface. and

the seat sensors are arrayed ln an lnterface deflned by

the bottom surface and the panel for senslng forces lmposed by

the weight of the occupant

20 Means for 1nh1b1t1ng and allowlng deployment as

defined an clalm 17 wherezn the mrcroprocessor 13 further

programmed to 1nh1b1t deployment when the relatzve welght

parameter Ls below a second threshold

21 Means for Lnhzbztzng and allowlng deployment as

def1ned Ln c1a1m 17 whereln the relat1ve wetght parameter 15 the

total force detected by all the sensors

22 Means for 1nh1b1t1ng and allowing deployment as

deflned 1n clalm 17 wherein relatlve welght parameter 15 a long
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term average of sensor outputs and the microprocessor is further

programmed to

average all sensor outputs over a plurality of sample

events to obtain a cumulative average, and

long term filter the cumulative average to obtain the

long term average

23 Means for inhibiting and allowing deployment as

defined in claim 17 wherein the relative weight parameter is a

total load rating of the sensors and the microprocessor is

further programmed to
calculate a load rating for each sensor as a function

of the difference between the sensor output and a base value, and

sum the load rating for all the sensors to derive a

total load rating

24 Means for inhibiting and allowing deployment as

defined in claim 17 wherein to set the lock flag the

microprocessor and is further programmed to

periodically increment a flag value toward a

maximum value when the relative weight parameter is
above the lock threshold,

periodically decrement the flag value toward zero

when the relative weight parameter is less than the

unlock threshold, and

set the lock flag when the flag value is greater

than zero and clear the flag when the flag value is

zero, the flag value at any time determines theM
minimum time for clearing the flag

25 Means for inhibiting and allowing deployment as

defined in claim 17 wherein a decision to allow deployment is a

preliminary decision. and to make a final consent decision the

microprocessor is programmed to

35 periodically increment a counter toward a maximum

count when an allow decision is present.

15
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periodically decrement the counter when an allow

decision is absent,

establish an allow threshold. and

issue final consent when the counter count exceeds
5 the threshold

26 Means for inhibiting and allowing deployment as
defined in claim 17 wherein to establish a threshold the

microprocessor is programmed to vary the first threshold over

10 time as a function of the relative weight parameter when the

relative weight parameter is below the first threshold\

27 Means for inhibiting and allowing deployment as
defined in claim 17 wherein to establish a first threshold which

15 is variable within a defined range the microprocessor is

programmed to

‘ set a minimum activity level of the relative

weight parameter below the defined range,
increase the first threshold when the relative

20 weight parameter is above the minimum activity level
and below the first threshold, and

decrease the first threshold when the relative

weight parameter is below the minimum activity level

16
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OCCUPANT DETECTION METHOD mm
 

& 

Pressure sensors on the bottom surface of a seat

cuehlon respond to occupant we1ght A m1croproceesor evaluates

the sensor outputs accord1ng to total force, load ratrng, long

term average, sensor groups and a fuzzy measure to dlscrxminate

between large and small occupants and allow a1r bag deployment

for large but not small occupants Allow and xnhxblt decxelons

are filtered avoid sudden response to transxent pressure changes

on the seat When a large occupant 13 posatmvely detected, an

allow declslon LS locked 1n place as long as total force exceeds
a threshold
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081888 338 Fortune et el

omca Acflan sumnlary Examner Group N! Unit |'- H‘ _|‘ E; 5ll! HlihlHi:E| IN‘;
E] Responsive to corrimunicationtsi filed on

C] This action is FINAL

G Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters prosecution as to the merits is closed
in accordance with the practice under Ex pens Cli.-syfe 1935 C D 11 453 0 I3 213

A shortened statutory period for response to this action is set to expire 3 niorithlel or thirty days whichever
is longer from the mailing date of this communication Failure to respond within the period for response will cause the
application to become abandoned (35 U S C S 133l Extensions of time may he obtained under the provisions of
37 CFB 1 1i33[a|

Disposition of Claims

W Clairnlsl t‘ 2? Iafara pending in the application
Of the above claims! isfare withdrawn from consideration

Cl Claiinlsl iefere allowed

El ciiiimis} 127 isreio raieciaii

E} Claimlsl isfere obrected to

U Claims are aubrect to restriction or aiection reituirernent

Application Pepara

E See the attached Notice of Dreltsperson a Patent Drawing Review PTO 948

U The drewingls] filed on iafare obrected to by the Examiner
CI The proposed drawing correction filed on is Chnoroved Ellraapproveo

C] The specification is objected to by the Examiner

CI The oath or declaration is obiectiid to by the Examiner

Priority under 35 U S C !‘|19
U Acknowledgement is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U S C § 1‘l9fe] ldl

D All DSei'na* E1None of the CERTIFIED copies of the priority documents have been
El received

III received in Application No [Series Codelseriel Nurrioerl

I] received in this national stage application from the International Bureau (PCT Hole 1? main}
‘Certified copies not received

El Acknowledgement is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U S C 5 1I9lal
Attachrnenttsl

E1 Notice of Hafarencee cited PTO 892

Information Discloeure Stiiriementlsl PTO 1449 Paper Nolsl
E] Interview Summary PTO 413
E Notice of Draftsperaon 3 Patent Drawing Review PTO 948
CI Notice of informal Patent Application PTO 152

SEE Offlfi AO'."flN ON THE FOHOWHUG PAGES
U B PererIuedTi-eennlinllee

PTCI 325 {Rev 9 95: Office Action summery Pan or Paper‘ Ne 4
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DETAILED ACTION

Information Disclosure Statement

The hstmg of reference 5,4743 74 m the specification (see page 1 bndgmg lanes

26:97) IS not a proper ll'IfOl'ml!1l0I'l dtsclosure statement 37 CFR l 9B(b) requnres a lust of

all patents, pubhcatlons, or other mformshon subrmtted for constderatton by the Office,

and MI-‘EP § 609 AU) states, “the 11st may not be Incorporated Into the spectficatron but

must be subnutted m a separate paper " Therefore, unless the reference 5,474,327 has

been cued by the exarmner on form PTO-392, it has not been consldered

Specsflcatzon

The d.I3Cl0Stll‘6 Is obpcted to because ofthe followmg Informslny Applicant I5

kmdly requested to update the status ofApphcat1on SN 0Bl566,029 to Cashler (see

Spectficatlon at page 1, lme 28) In response to this Ofice action Appropnste correctton

Is required

Dmmmgs

Figure 1 should be designated by a legend such as —-Prtor Art-- (see specaficatton

at page 3, lmes 516) because only that wluch Is old Is tllustrated See MPEP § 603 02(3)
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ArtUnit 3661

Glenn Objecaons

Claims 2, 7, and 24 are objected to because ofthe following informalitles it is

noted In ciaim 2, the use of the phrase “capable of’ (hire 2), however, it has been held that

the recuation that an element is “cspabie of" performing a fimction is not at positive

limitation but only requires the ability to so perform It does not constltute a lirmiation in

any patentable sense In re Hurchrson, 69 USPQ 138

It is fiirther noted In claims 1 and 24 the use ofthe clause “whereby" (lines 12,

respectively), however, it has been held that the functional "whereby" statement does not

define any structure and aeeordingly can not serve to distinguish In re Mason, 1 14 USPQ

127, 44 CCPA 937 (1957)

Moreover, in claim 24 at line 3, the word “aud" appears to be extraneous, deletion

of such is suggested Appropriate correction is required

Clam: Rejections - 35 USC§ M3

The following is a quotation of35 U S C 103(a) which forms the bass for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Ofiice action

(a)Apetentmeymtbeobuiindflioughfltemventioiiisnotidumcsllydiselosedordesmbedas setforlhin
seeuunlozoflhaaude Lfthedifiwanesbememthewbjeummuseughttobepuwntedanddwprieranan
suelirlietthesubyeetmem-.rasawholeweuldliavebeenobiumuntdieorriethemvenuonwasmademapcrsun
having ordinary skill in tlueart to which said mb_puetrn.u11ei'pertnI.ns Patmlabihty shall not be negatived bythemenriermwhaehdiemveiitionwssmede

Clalmel - 3, S 9 - 21, and 23 - 27 are rejected under 35 U S C l03{a) as being

unpatentable over Cashier (US 5732375)
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Regarding claims 1 - 3, I0, 11, 16, 11, 20, 21, and 23 — 27, Cashler teaches In a

vehrcle restraint system having a controller for deploymg arr bags and means for

selectwely allowtng deployment acoordtng to seat sensors’ outputs respondmg to an

occupanfs weight (col 1, lines 6 - 8), a method of allowing and tnhrbmng deployment

(Tole) mcludmg the steps of detenmrung measures represented by Indmdual sensor

outputs and oaloulatms from the outputs a relauve weight parameter (at least col 2, lanes

1-2 and 12 - 21), estabhslung s first threshold ofthe wetght parameter and allowmg

deployment when the wetght is above the threshold (col 5, ltnes I2 - 14 and 40 - 48),

estabhshmg and setlmg a threshold loclt flag(trt1lmng fuzzy logic to system 14 when the

seat IS oocupued) 1n order to allow deployment upon detecnng the occupanfs werght 15

above the threshold (see fig 8, note col 5, hnes 12 - 18), estahhshtng an unlock threshold

at a level tndtcatwe of an empty seat (col 3, lines 48 - 54), mlnbltmg deployment when the

relatwe weight parameter 15 below a second threshold (<72> In fig 5, col 3, lmes 60/61

and col 5, hoes 12 - 21), Cashler's relatwe wetght parameter ls the total force detected by

all the sensors (col 2, 1u1es1-ll,col 3,l1nes49-S1)

Reganimg claims 4, 5, 9, 12, and 22 Cashler filrther teaches calculsttng a load

ratmg for each sensor as a function of the difference between the sensor output and a base

value and sumnung the loud ratmg for all the sensors to denve the a total load rating (figs
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4 - 6, at least col 4, lines 1 - 11), allowing deployment being attained by long term

filtering ofthe allow decision (fig 3, col 2, lines 32 - 34, eol 3, lines 33 - 40)

Regardtng claims 18 and 19, Caahler’.-1 seat sensors (1 - 12 in figs 2 and 7) are

arrayed 1l'l an interface on the seat's bottom surface for sensing forces 1lTlp0Sbd by the

occupa.nt‘s weight (001 1, lines 59 - 6?, col 3, lines 21 -32)

As discussed above, Casliler teaches all ofthe linutatioi-is except for

explicitly reciting clearing the flag when the relative weight parameter is below the unlock

threshold for a time (claims 1, 16, and 1?)

However, because Cashier teaches a programmable microprocessor (col 1, line

67) along with other necessary features known in the SIR art, one skilled artisan at the

time ofthe iiwennon would have readily understood Cashler’s systenilmethod to be at

least fully fiinetionally equivalent to the systemlmethod olaanied because Cashier has been

shown to suggest all ofthe structural required features necessary in order to achieve the

same end result ofdiseriiruiiatirig between large and small seat occupants for deterrmning

ofwhether an airbag deployment should be perrmtted
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Claims 6 - B and 13 - 15 are rejected under 35 U S C l03(a) as being unpatentable

over Cashler as applied to clatnt 1 above

Regarding claims 6 — 8 and 13 - 15, while Cashler teaches Ullllzltlg fiizzy logic rule

and establishing variation of the threshold over tune with a specified range, Cashler fails to

specifically teach a fuzzy value obtained by the calculating, detenriining, and cornbzmng

steps as claimed l1'I claim 6 and the steps of setting a mimmuin a.ctiv1ty level of the relative

weight, increasing and decreasing the threshold when the weight parameter is above and

below the level, respectively

However, as earlier maintained, because Cashier teaches a programmable

mtcroprocessor (col 1, line 67) along with other necessary features known in the S[R‘art

one slcilled artisan at the time ofthe invention would have readily understood Cash]er’s

systernfrriethcd to be at least fully functionally equivalent to the systcrri/method claimed

because Casliler has been shown to suggest all ofthe structural reqmred features necessary

1I'l order to achieve the same end result ofdisennunating between large and small seat

occupants for detemuning ofwhether an airbag deployment should be pen-mtted

Any inquiry concerning this commumcation or earlier (‘.'C|l'l‘I1‘I‘l1JI1.1C8.‘l.lOflB from the

examiner should be directed to Yonel Beaulieu whose telephone number is (703) 305-
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Appl1cat1onIControl Number 08/868,338 Page 7

A11 Unit 3661

4072 The exatmner can nonnally be reached on Monday through Friday from 0800 to

1500

16 Ifattempts to reach the exammer by telephone are unsueeessfitl, the exanuner's

supervisor, Mr Cuchllnslu, can be reached on (103) 308-3873 The fax phone number for

the organization where this eppltcatton or prooeedmg as assigned as (703) 305-7687

17 Any mqutry of a general nature or relattng to the status of ms apphcatzon or

proceedmg should be dlrected to the recepttomst whose telephone number ts (703) 308-

%%
wuum A CUCHUNSKI. JR

SUPERVISOR? mam awn R
TECHNOLOGY semen 3300

1113
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I hereby cerhfy = ‘i is correspondence 1s bemg deposned

wxth the Umted States Postal Service as first class mail In an

envelope addressed to Conumsswner of Patents and

Trademm-ks,Washmglon,DC 20231 on 6 F

Carole J urdock

IN ATENT AND TRAD FFI

Fortune et a1 Group Art Umt 3661

Occupant Detectron Method And Exammer Yonel Beauheu

Apparatus For A1: Bag System

U S Sena] No 08!863.338 F1led June 3, I997

AMEEQEI

Comrmssloner of Patents and Trademarks

Washmgton, D C 20231

/
Sn‘

In response to the Office Action dated Apnl 9, 1999, please amend the above-

adenufied patent applmatmn as follows

nose.31:-3:.no;.323130331um
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IN THE §PEClF1§A L191}!

On page 1, lme 4, Insert - 1s a conttnuetton-1n~part of co-pendtng U S Patent

Appitcatlon Sertal No 08/566,029, filed December 1, 1995, now U S Patent No

0 I 5,732,375, lssued March 24, I998, wluch 15 also assigned to the assrgnee of the present
rnventt n --

On page 1, lll1B$ 26-27. delete “Apphcatton SN 0BiS66,029 to Cashler entitled

“METHOD OF IN]-IIBITING OR ALLOWING AIR BA MENT‘, filedDecember 1, 1995”, and msert --No 5,732,375,1ssued M h24, 1998 - 1n place thereof

IN THE C IM

Please amend Clarms 2, 7 and 24 as follows

2 (amended) The method defined 1n clatm 1 [wherein the means for allowmg

M deployment also 13 capable of Inhlbttmg deployment] , lneludmg
estabhshmg a second threshold of the rclenve werght parameter, and

mhrbrtmg deployment when the relauve wezght parameter [8 below the second
threshold

e 12, delete "whereby", and msert ---so that-- m place thezeof

In Clalm 24,JA’ter "‘m1eroprocesso1", delete “and”. and 1n lme 12, delete
“whereby", and msert --so that-- In place thereof

fl 

Please em-end Ftgure 1 of the drawmgs as shown In red on the attached drawmg
sheet
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BEMABKE

In the subject Office Action, the exarniner objected to the specification and

drawings and claims, and rejected Claims 1-27 under 35 USC l03{a) in view of Cashler

‘375 Applicants request reconsideration of their application in view of this response,

which amends the application to overcome the rejections, and traverses the rejection
The ecti n t the f’ t

The specification has been amended to update the status of the referenced U 3

Patent Application Serial No 081566.029 Such application issued into U S Patent No

5,732,375 on March 24, 1998 Accordingly. the objection is considered to have been
overcome

The Qbjectton to the Drawing;

Figure l of the drawings has been amended to include a PRIOR ART legend The

amendment is suhiiiitted at this point as a proposal for approval of the examiner, a
substitute formal drawing incorporating the amendment will be submitted by Applicants

when their application has been allowed
The ecti nto 1rns2 7 24

Clatms 2, 7 and 24 have been amended to overcome the objection In Claim 2,

the phrase “wheretn the means for allowing deployment also is capable of inhibiting

deploymeii ” has been deleted In Claims 7 and 24, the word "whereby" has been

replaced with “so that” Also, the extraneous “and” in Claim 24 has been deleted

Accordingly, the objection is considered to have been overcome

The Eejgggjgi Ufier 3,’; Q§§ lflfijgl

Applicants respectfully traverse the rejection of Claims 1-27 under 35 USC

lO3(a) in view of Casliler ‘S75. for two reasons First, Claims 1-27 recite subject matter

that is neither shown nor suggested in Caahler, and second, the present application is

entitled to consideration as a continuation-in-part of Cashier

Ejm While the Casliler patent admittedly is foundational to the present

invention, the rejected claims recite non-obvious enhancements in the form of apparatus
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and method steps which are particularly useful fior discriiniiiatiiig between heavy and

light occupants under dynamic conditions due, for example, to occupant shifting or

bouncing Such enhancemeiits are neither shown not suggested in Cashler Independent

method Claims 1 and léhoth recite the steps of (1) establishing a lock threshold above

the normal allow threshold, (2) setting a lock flag when the total force or relative weight

parameter is above the lock threshold AND deployment has been allowed for a given

time, (3) clearing the lock flag when the total force or relative weight parameter is below

an empty seat threshold for a time, and (4) allowing deployment while the lock flag is set

Independent apparatus Claim 17 includes nearly identical recitations, but in the context of

fiinctioiis performed by a programmed microprocessor These stepslfunciions are not

found in Cashler, rather. they enhance Cashler by addressing dynamic operating

conditions not even recognized in the Cashler patent The remaining claims depend.

either directly or indirectly from Claims 1 or 17, and are patentable over Cashler for at

least the same reasons as the independent claims Accordingly, Cashler cannot obviate

the subieci matter of Claims 1-27, the IEIJCCIIDH under 35 USC 103(a) is in error and
should be withdrawn

§_e3gr_i_tL The present application, Filed on June 3, 1997, was co-pending with the Cashler

patent, filed December 1, 1995, issued March 24, 1998, and Robert Cashler is a named

inventor on both the present application and the Cashler patent Accordingly, the present

application, although not originally filed as such. is rightfiilly entitled to be considered as

a continuation-in-part of the Cashier patent, through the proper arnendnient of this

application Accordingly, Applicants have amended this application to state tlut it “is a

conttnuationdn-pait of co-pending U S Patent Application Serial No 08I566,029, filed

December 1, 1995, now U 8 Patent No 5,732,375, issued March 24, 1998, which is also

assigned to the assignee of the present invention " Accordingly, Casliler ‘375 cannot

rightfully he used as it reference against the present application Accordingly, the

reiection under 35 USC l03(a) should be withdrawn
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Smmarx

For the above stared reasons, Clmms 1-27 are belleved to be 111 condmon for

allowance, and such allowance rs respectfully requested

Respectfully submltted,

Mae
Mark A Navarre, Attorney
Reg1.s1:ranunNo 29572
Telephone (937) 653-3501

73
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‘(anal emits. seat H-ii ,.: il 3

All claims being allowable PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS IOR REMAINS} CLOSED in this application If not included
herewith [or previously mailed) a Notice of Allowance and Issue Fee Due or other appropriate communication will bemailed in due course

Notice of Allawabrlrty

IX] This communication is responsive to eineridirienr filed an SJ 1999

3| The allowed claimtel isi‘are I 27

CI The drawings filed on are acceptable

Cl Acknowledgement is maita of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U S C i 119[aI to}

El All El Some‘ CI None of the CERTIFIED copies of the priority documents have been
El received

CI received in Application No [Series Codei'Seria| hlumberl

El received in this national stage application from the International Bureau {PCT Rule 17 2IaI:i
‘Certified copies not received

Fl Acknowledgement is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U S C i 119leI

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR RESPONSE to comply with the requirements noted below is set to EXPIRE
THREE MONTHS FROM THE DATE MAILED of this Office action Failure totimelir comply W‘JII result in
il\BANDONMENT at this application Extensions of time may be obtained under the provisions of 3? CFR 1 13613}

[3 Note the attached EXAMINER 5 AMENDMENT at NOTICE OF INFORMAL APPLICATION PTO 152 which discloses
that the tooth or declaration is deficient A SUBSTITUTE OATH OR DECLARATION IS REQUIRED

31 Applicant MUST submit NEW FORMAL DRAWINGS

CI because the originally filed drawings were declared by applicant in be informal
U including changes required by the Notice of Draftspereon a Patent Drawing Review PTO 945 attached hereto or

to Paper No

Q including changes required by the pcooosed drawing correction filed on Jul .9 1.939 which has been
approved bv the examiner

El including changes required by the attached Examiner s Amendmentrcomnient

Identifying indicia such as the application numbet {see 3? OFR 1 84Ii:II should be written on the reverse side of the
drawings The drawings should be filed as a separate paper with e transmittal Iettter addressed to the Official
Drattsperson
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Appl1cat1on.fControl Number 08/868,338

Art Umt 3661

DETAILED ACTION

Allowable Snbyeci Matter 9

Chums 1 - 27 are allowable over the an of record and the followmg 1s a statement

of reasons for such an mdacetzon

As specifically clarmed, the art of record fall short ofa method 1:: a vehrcle restrarnt

system havmg a controller for deploying arr bags and means for selecttvely allowmg and

mhlblnng the deployment in accordance ‘with the occupancy ofa seat by a person ofat

least a m1mmum weight, the system compnsmg seat sensors responclmg to the wetght of

the person to produce sensor outputs and a nucroprocessor coupled to the sensor outputs

and programmed to mhxbtt and allow and to determine measures represented by mdwldual

sensor outputs and calculate from the sensor outputs a relattve welght parameter - the

relatwe weight parameter being a total load mung of the sensors, establish a first threshold

of the relauve welght parameter, allow deployment when the relatwe wetght parameter :5

above the first threshold, estabhsh a lock threshold above the first threshold. set a lock flag

when the relanve welght parameter 1s above the lock threshold and deployment has been

allowed for a given tune. estabhsh an unlock threshold at a level mdrcatwe of an empty

seat, clear the flag when the nelattve weight parameter 1s below the unlock threshold for a

tune, and allow deployment wlule the lock flag 15 set
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Appltcanon2'ControlNtu'nber 08/868,338

Art Umt 3661

In the above system, the mtcroprocessor ts further programmed to calculate a load

ratmg for each sensor as a lilncuon ofthe dtfierence between the sensor output and a base

value, sum the load rating for all the sensors t1 denve a total load rating, penodlcally

lncrement a flag value toward a msxnnmn value when the relatwe wetght parameter IS

above the lock threshold, penodlcally decrement the flag value toward zero when the

relatlve welght parameter us less than the unlock threshold, set the lock flag when the flag

value ts greater than zero and clear the flag 15 zero so that the flag value determmes at any

tune the mtmmum tune for cleanng the flag

Canclrtsran

Any lnqulry conoerwng thus commumcatlon or earlter commumeauons from the

exarmner should be directed to Yonel Beaulteu whose telephone number 15 (703) 305»

4072 The examlner can normally be reached on Monday through Fnday from 0800 to

1500

Ifattempts to reach the exammer by telephone are unsuccessful, the exa:n1ner's

supemsor, Mr Cuchhnslu. can he reached on (703) 308-3373 The fax phone number for

the organlzsahcn where the appllcanon or proceedmg ts asslgned as (703) 305-7687
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Appllcatron/Control Number 08l868,338

Ar1Un1t 3551

Any mqmry ofa genre] mature at relanng to the status ofthis appllcauon or

proceedmg should be dxected to the recepuomst whose telephone number 15 (703) 308

Y Bea 19.1  
W|1.|JNo1 A CUCHLINSKJ. JR

1 I1 999 SUPEHWSOHY PATENT EXAMINER
TECHIOLDGYGENTERSBOO
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Duane Donald Fortune

Robert John Cashler Group Art Unlt 3661
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Apparatus For Arr Bag System Examrner Yonel Beaulleu

Serzal No 08/868,338 Fxled June 3, 1997

Allowed August 18, 1999 Batch No A36

ATTENTION OF OFFICIAL DRAFTSMAN

Drawlng Revlew Branch
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Record 112 US5?323?5A Method of inhibiting or allowing airbag deployment

Publication Number: U35"/32375A 19980324

Titie: Method of inhibiting or allowing airbag deployment

Title - DWPI: Vehicle airbag control method allowing deployment if total force is above total

threshold force, determining local pressure area when total force is concentrated in one seat area,

and allowing deployment if local force is greater than seat threshold force

Priority Number: US1995566029A

Priority Date: 1995-12-01

Application Number: US1995566029A

Application Date: 1 995-1 2-{J1

Publication Date: 1998-03-24

IPC Glass Table:
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Any CPC Table:

Type Invention Additional Version

3601:! 211015 BBDR 2021f01516 20130101
GOSK 9100352 20130101
GOSK 9i3241 20130101

ECLA: B60R0021015 | G06KO00900H | GO6K0O0932R1 | L6OR0021015G2

Abstract:

An array of pressure sensors on a vehicle passenger seat senses the presence of an occupant

including an infant seat and determines whether the infant seat faces forward or rearward. A

microprocessor coupled to the sensors determines whether to allow or inhibit deployment based

on the sensor load forces and the pattern of loading. The pattern can identify an infant seat and

pattern and loading determine its orientation. Local areas are checked to detect child occupants.

Fuzzy logic is used to determine loading and to recognize patterns.

Language of Publication: EN

INPADOC Legal Status Table:

Gazette Date Code ENPADOC Legal Slaiua Impact

2014-03-26 AS

Description: ASSIGNMENT LOOPBACK TECHNOLOGIES. iNG.. VIRGINIA ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST;
ASSIGNORIIELPHI TECHNOLOGIES, INC.; REELJ'FRAME:03253di063S 2013-12-13

2014-03-26 AS

Description: ASSIGNMENT SIGNAL IP; |NC., CALIFORNIA ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST;
ASSIGNORILOOPBACK TECHNOLOGIES. INC: REELIFRAMEIUS253-H0803 2014-03-26

2014-03-26 AS

Description: ASSIGNMENT DELPHI TECHNOLOGIES; INC, MICHIGAN CONFIRMATORY ASSIGNMENT;
ASSIGNORDELCO ELECTRONICS LLC; REEL.|'FRAME:032536r’0496 2005-0930

2009-0 3-26

Descripiion: FEE PAYMENT

2005-0 9-30 AS

Description: ASSIGNMENT DELPHI TECHNOLOGIES INC., MICHIGAN ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST;
ASSIGNORIDELCO ELECTRONICS CORPORATION; REELIFRAME:017115/0208 2005-09-30
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2005-09-02

Description: FEE PAYMENT

2001 -0 8-30

Description: FEE PAYMENT

Post-Issuance (US):

Reassignment (US) Table:

Aaignaa Asslgnnr Date Signed RaaIIFrarne Data

SIGNAL IP |NC..LOS LOOPEIACK 2014-03-26 03253410803 2014-03-26
ANGELES,CA.US TECHNOLOGIES. INC.

Conveyance: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS).

Corresponent: ASCEND-A LAW GROUP, PC 84 W SANTA CLARA ST. SUITE 550 SAN JOSE, CA 95113

LOOPBACK DELPHI TECHNOLOGIES, 2013-12-18 032534/0636 2014-03-26
TECHNOLOGIES INC.

iNC.,ALEXANDRlA.VA,US

Conveyance: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS).

Gomaapnnenh ASCEI-IDA LAW GROUP, PC 84 W SANTA CLARA ST. SUITE 550 SAN JOSE, CA 95113

DELPHI TECHNOLOGIES DELCO ELECTRONICS LLC 2005-09-30 032536l0496 2014-03-26

iNC.TROY,M|,US

conveyance: CONFIRMATORY ASSIGNMENT

Conespnnent: ASCENDA LAW GROUP, PC 84 W SANTA CLARA ST. SUITE 550 SAN JOSE, CA 95113

DELPHI TECHNOLOGIES DELCO ELECTRONICS 2005-09-30 017115l0208 2005-09-30
lNC.,TFIOY_M|.US CORPORATION

Convayanoe: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS).

Corresponent: JIMMY L. FUNKE PO. BOX 5052 MIC 480 410 202 TROY. MI 48007

DELCO ELECTRONICS CASHLER, ROBERT JOHN 1995-11-28 007801/084? 1995-12-01
CORPORATION,KOKOMO,!
N,US

Conveyance: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS).

Correapnnant: DELCO ELECTRONICS CORPORATION MARK A. NAVARRE P. 0. BOX 9005 ERG BLDG.. MI-‘S D-32
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KOKOMO, IN 46904

Maintenance Status (US):

Litigation (US): 2004-05-27 2004 Takata Seat Belts inc., a Delaware Corporation Delphi

Automotive Systems LLC W.D. Texas | 2014-04-01 2014 Signal IP, Inc. a California Corporation

American Honda Motor C0,, Inc. a California Corporation Honda of America Mfg., Inc. an Ohio

Corporation C.D. California 2:14cv02454 | 2014-04-01 2014 Signal IP, Inc. a California

Corporation KIA Motors America, Inc. a California Corporation C.D. California 2:14cv0245? |

2014-04-01 2014 Signal IP, Inc. a California Corporation Mazda Motor of America, Inc. a California

Corporation C.D. Caiifornia 2:14cv02459 | 2014-04-01 2014 Signal IP, Inc. a California

Corporation Mitsubishi Motors North America, Inc. a California Corporation CD. California

2:14cv02462 | 2014-04-1 T 2014 Signal IP, inc. a California Corporation Nissan North America,

lnc. a California Corporation C.D. California 2:14cv02962

Opposition (EP):

License (EP):

EPO Procedural Status:

Front Page Drawing:1:
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Record 212 US6012007A Occupant detection method and apparatus for air bag system

Publication Number: US6012007A 20000104

Titie: Occupant detection method and apparatus for air bag system

Title - DWPI: Occupant detection method for air bag system of vehicle
Priority Number: US1995566029A

Priority Date: 1995-12-01

Application Number: US199T86833BA
Application Date: 1997-06-03
Publication Date: 2000-01-04

IPC Glass Table:

IPC Subclass Class Group

B60R002101 B60R B60 R0021
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IPC Glass Table - DWPI:

IPC - DWPI Section - DWPI Class - DWPI Subclass - DWPI Class Group -
DWPI

B50RD02101 B50 R0021

G06 K0 00900 G06K0009
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JP Fl Codes:
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Any CPC Table:

Additional VersionType Invention

GOSK 9.400362
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Subgroup

B60 R002101

G06K000Q 00

G06K000Q 32

B60R0021015

Subgroup - DWPI

E560 R002101

G06K0009 00

G06K000932

BBO R0021 12

B60 R002132
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ECLA: GOGKOOCIQOGH I B60R0021015 | G06K0O0932R1 | L6OR0021015G2
Abstract:

Pressure sensors on the bottom surface of a seat cushion respond to occupant weight. A
microprocessor evaluates the sensor outputs according to total force, load rating, long term

average, sensor groups and a fuzzy measure to discriminate between large and small occupants

and allow air bag deployment for large but not small occupants. Allow and inhibit decisions are
filtered avoid sudden response to transient pressure changes on the seat. When a large occupant

is positively detected, an allow decision is locked in place as long as total force exceeds a
threshold.

Language of Publication: EN

INPADOC Legal Status Table:

Gazette Date Code INPADOC Legal Status Impact
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2005-07-07
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America, Inc. a New Jersey Corporation C.D. California 2:14cv02963 | 2014-04-17 2014 Signal

IP, Inc. a California Corporation Suzuki Motor of America, Inc. A California Corporation C.D.
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OCCUPANT DETECTION METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR AIR BAG

Title: ‘SYSTEM

Status: '4th, 8111 and 12th year fees paid Entity: LARGE

gpigflgw jNIA g‘;’t‘:“"’g° NIA Expiration: NIA
Fee Amt EWindow not Surchg Amt Window not Total Amt Window not
Due: _ open Due: open Due: open

Fee Code

Surcharge
Fee Code:

Most recent w06f0li'20l 1 Payment of Maintenance Fee. l2th Year. Large Entity.
events (up to 06f08a'200? Payment of Maintenance Fee, 8th Year, Large Entity.
7'}: 0?f23i'2003 Maintenance Fee Reminder Mailed.

06f30:'2003 Payment of Maintenance Fee, 4th Year, Large Entity.
--- End of Maintenance History ---

Address for IJIMMY L FUNKE

fee purposes: DELCO ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
P 0 BOX 9005

JERC BUILDING MAIL STOP 13-32

IKOKOMO IN 46904
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